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Abstract. The parameters and modifying the code, the library allows students in image processing to learn 

practical methods. In addition, in addition to teaching programming in the "turtle graphics" paradigm, such 

as color and dimension and to introduce users to image ideas A new module is provided. Online gallery of 

examples, in addition to providing an overview of the available activity, commonly used in image 

processing Introduces several algorithms. These usually include an introduction to the package and an 

insight, for image processing ideas Provides introductions. Well documented application programming 

interface (API) contributes to the learning experience with tools that facilitate visualization, It also makes it 

easier to explore the effect of various algorithms and parameters. So, it is not surprising that there are so 

many Image processing algorithms for margin extraction, upgrade, rearrangement; data compression, etc. 

are unambiguous. Artifacts can also be introduced through digital image processing such as margin 

enhancement. Since artifacts can prevent diagnosis or provide incorrect measurements, it is important to 

avoid them or at least understand their appearance. It is clear that a pattern independent of the spatial size 

or scale of image features is required and only emphasizes the range of less-contrasting features. 

Diversified image processing has been extensively studied not only by computer scientists but also by 

neurophysiologists, and the approach to improving this image is currently being used in a clinical way. It is 

well known that the human visual system uses a multifaceted approach. 

1. Introduction 

  Various applications have been classified as for image processing algorithms new two-dimensional classification. One 

dimension is done by the algorithm indicating the type of work: pre-processing, Data reduction = feature extraction, section, 

Material Recognition, Image comprehension and enhancement. Curiosity about non-adaptive ANNs, speed, parallel 

functionality, and ease of embedding ANNs into hardware may be important criteria. When selecting the neurological 

processing of a specific 1C preoperative function. However, the ability to learn from data in pre-processing Less important. 

A linear 1 liter is a specific, although it is relatively easy to create with the desired behavior, e.g. by specifying its frequency 

pro1le, It is very difficult to get it. Adequate data set to know the optimal function as a high dimensional regression problem. 

Part of the image processing is the coding system, In addition to filtering, upgrading and rearranging, Includes analysis and 

recognition of images. On the other hand, feature extraction in the area of design authorization and not only classification, 

but also pre-processing of forms and Includes description. It is true that image processing only considers two dimensional 

drawing pad turns; the probability of Using the Bays formula Is image restoration Is the basis of image processing, can also 

be extended to other films. 

 
 

FIGURE 1. Image Processing 
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Image Processing, for example Image section, Margin detection, image abstraction and Motion detection a title binary 

image restoration and the other is gray-level image restoration. In Section 2, the basic structure of statistical assessment we 

explain from observational data using the Bayesian formula and list the relationship between Bayesian statistics and 

statistical dynamics. Image-processing procedures designed for image analysis typically include three series of operations, 

pre-processing, image segmentation, and feature extraction First Describes the function, the pre-processing, the individual 

manipulations used to transform the original source image into the most appropriate format for detailed processing. Once the 

image is converted to the appropriate format, the second step in image analysis is the image segment. The section describes 

the process of identifying parts of an image that have similar properties, while separating those areas from different areas. 

Segmentation usually involves identifying the boundaries within a Feature of one film from another Separating image. 

Examples of cell boundaries From non-cellular areas The outer surface that separates the image of a cell, Outline that 

separates the cell embryo from the cytoplasm or From normal cells in the histological section Outline that divides the area of 

malignant cells. 

2. Preprocessing 

Low-level methods of imaging processing, that is, processes and procedures performed without prior notice of the 

specific content of an image, are often used before or after processing of clinical images. Therefore, the basic methods of 

histogram metamorphosis, metamorphosis and (morphological) filtration are often overlooked unless a further understanding 

of this text is required (see list of relevant textbooks on page 49). Techniques for calibration and recording are briefly 

introduced as a special pre-processing method for medical images. Focus on Review Remote Sensing Sensors, Vegetation 

with taxonomy and limitations Was in the image processing algorithms for extracting information. Such as LANDSAT, TM, 

SPOI, MODIS, ASTER Features various remote sensing sensors and Integrated with mapping applications. Plant extraction 

using image processing Consisting of two parts, the first film pre-processing, radiometric and geometric corrections for poor 

line transition. Processing is required before clouds that make a big noise and should be removed [1]. Part II, for the 

unsupervised K- average and Like MLC for supervisors Reviewed image classifications. Spectral angle classifier used with 

ANN SAC reviewed. Pre-processing techniques such as background section, image de-noise, child image section and serial 

image processing were used. The initial division and the stain detection process with purification were used to identify the 

defects in the apple. The three-color camera system effectively minimized Compared to a single camera Errors in 

classification [2]. For symmetrical extension of signals across boundaries Algorithms are then developed Based on 

approximations that occur naturally are integrated with the default. Multivalent processing of two dimensional (2-D) signals 

we describe the additional algorithm, two rows at a time, also very relevant to this approach Multivalettes (control pairs) we 

are creating a new family. These novel techniques are two basic signals Used for processing problems; they are abbreviated 

and deleted by data summary. This pre-processing algorithm also maintains representation as a criterion: If the data is 

entered at a rate provides two streams of input rate per preprocessor input; it generates four output streams each. This 

approximate based pre-processing method another advantage is that It is with symmetrical extensions for Multivalettes Is 

naturally compatible (discussed in Section IV-C below). Based on the approximations described in Section IV-B Separable 

product of processing methods, Dinosaurs and data summary Useful for both an important model Provides representation 

[3].The "repeat sequence" generally gave better results than the "approximate" pre-processing. This is not surprising, since 

"return array" is hyper-representation of data, and it is well-known that hyper-representation is useful for feature extraction. 

According to our expectations GHM slightly surpassed GHM with approximately based pre-execution with repeated 

sequence pre-execution. Based on the average square error. Vision, Multiwavelet Projects the edges seemed to be better 

preserved (especially the back row with GHM) and the scale measurement abstraction that Cartesian artifacts contain [4]. 

The second row figures Temporary (SOS) based, Spatial and spatial-temporal interactions in signal processing, especially as 

pre-processing techniques play an important role. Spectrum Analysis and subsystem methods in sorting basically for strong 

blind identification / caching Current Decoration and SOS Techniques. To improve the performance of adaptive systems 

Variations of strong white changes are discussed in advance; PSS or ICA tasks are generally easier and better (Less 

unconditional) This is because the input for the subsequent signal separation is described by the unit matrix. These methods 

are required during the pre-processing and or processing stages of the film [5]. In this paper, the discussion will be devoted 

to such a topic. Related rich literature we encourage readers to read. Probably the most common preset process is to soften 

the noise. All weights are popular for uniformity value, although the edges are weakened. Median filtering prevents this. 

Here, a kernel is passed through the image and the center pixel becomes p is replaced by the average value of the sorted 

kernel values. For example, sorted in the kernel If the values are: 21; 24; 42; 51; 83, p0 will be set to 42. Average filtration is 

good to eliminate spiky noise. There are more complex noise removal techniques, for example It proposes a sliding Gaussian 

system. Various data analysis methods were provided for pre-processing and processing stages and for defect detection and 

quantification characteristics in IRNDT. These methods Increase IRNDT capabilities so that subtle flaws are clearly visible 

in the signature. High-sensitivity and fast IR cameras and ever-high-powered computers are capable of handling Complex 

algorithms that are effective and large data sets. These limits need to be further extended. In fact, one could say that more is 

yet to come [6]. 
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3. Feature Extraction 

Feature extraction developed four systems to detect malaria-infected and CNN models and Infected cells using SVM. 

Real-time image processing applications area and in terms of power Impose strict design restrictions. In examples of 

curiosity Retinal implants for vision restoration and extract the flying feature. Three CNN Frameworks - Google .NET, 

Linnet-5 and Alex Net - Automatic feature extraction and Used for classification, 98.13, 96.18 and 95.79% respectively. Up 

to 91.66% of an SVM-based system Achieved low accuracy [7].The popular approach to extracting the autoimmune feature 

from endoscopy image-age was adopted by Xu et al. Using a CNN. Subsequently, features for classifying and diagnosing GI 

lesions were provided to vector SVM. The proposed system the lesion was detected in 180 images and 80% accuracy was 

reported. The AUC of CNN features is 88%, The AUC of handicrafts was also 85%. An SVM was used for classification and 

extract feature in Huynh and Geiger CNN used. 219 lesions in 607 breast images they received 86% AUC in the database. 

Chuck et al. From 3D attachments of MRI and PET images for feature extraction and detection of abnormalities DBM was 

used. Alzheimer's disease neuroimaging initiative Results verified in the (ADNI) database, this includes PET, MRI and PET 

and MRI.92.38, 92.20 and 95.35%. Hossaini-Asl and L-Boss explored 3D-CNN to diagnose Alzheimer's disease and isolated 

common features using the CAD Dementia MRI database [8].generating content based codes to extract video features, 

Feature Extract Enables incoming video footage. The database project is a multi-layer data model; this is the overall of the 

video database Describes the information structure. Knowledge models shape, color, structure, movement, spatial 

relationship, Includes feature models for temporary relationship and domain knowledge. Guide to Knowledge Models 

Feature Extraction, create database plans and User queries first in database managers Up to body codes also used to support 

mapping. Intrinsic ambiguity exists in many stages and many to interpret the manuscript correctly Information sources 

should be used. Also, the implementation of document analysis systems Has several levels: Manuscript from the background 

Separate image processing, lines, words and characters like Section for isolating individual parts [9]. Classification feature 

extraction and, finally, classification. Every stage of the process is uncertain because Instructions Always Do not gives the 

correct result. You know so much about the NN method before getting excited, using a standard linear tool the results of the 

extraction of the feature in the iris we want to show you a modification called primary component analysis (PCA). This is 

similar to using the analysis of the to extract the feature Basic elements, each of these additional components Are used in a 

linear manner computation is calculated as a small fraction following the rest of the input data Total variation [10]. In 

addition to mathematical morphological approaches, Markov can use random fields in the spatial environment of a pixel 

Designed as a spatial random process. Let's try to formalize it through that. In this work, classifying the spectral domain the 

neuro-fuse classifier will be used as the first New Markov-based taxonomy framework we introduce. (Using integrated 

feature extraction techniques), resulting in a spatial analysis level associated with output spectral reclassification. 

Classification algorithms for single-particle images only cannot be used, but in general for any kind of data. For example, 

used in EM a widely used Feature Extraction Algorithm Cyclic Spectrum Rotational spectral classification rotation Allows 

for symmetrical diversity to be detected more accurately than using pixels directly. This set also includes from a collection of 

single-particle images a set of programs for calculating the rotational spectrum [11]. Although the addition of additional 

components is an alternative, the problem is with the nature of the PCA change. We feel relevant; this is from remotely 

perceived data sets. Would not be the most suitable tool for extracting features. In this regard, our current experiment aims to 

use the most appropriate Feature reduction techniques; For example, Random forests are notable Have shown early results. 

Using spatial and spectral information for classifying pixel elements another approach is the Markov Random Field (MRF). 

Discrimination Analysis Feature Extraction (DAFE) to reduce spectral problem before data sampling. Applied first. Then, 

spatial modeling is done by trying to formalize the spatial neighborhood of a pixel by a spatial random process and a 

reduction [12].Feature Extraction describes the corresponding form information in a form, thus simplifying the task of 

classifying the form by a systematic process. Form recognition and in image processing, the feature is extraction of 

dimensional reduction is a special form. The main purpose of feature extraction, obtaining the most relevant information 

from the original data, that information in a small dimensional space is also representative of Feature Extraction [13]. The 

source data the process of recovering the most important data. Feature extraction is the detection of a set of parameters that 

accurately and uniquely defines the shape of a character. At the feature extraction stage, each letter is represented by a 

feature vector, and will become its symbol. In terms of focusing on the feature the extraction phase is, because it is in the 

performance of the authentication system has a significant impact. Feature selection of feature extraction methods, achieving 

high accreditation performance is the most important factor [14]. The feature is presented as Extraction "Extraction from 

source data that is most relevant for class purposes, while minimizing class format variation and improving class system 

variation". Therefore, the step input used Step will extract the appropriate feature the choice of technique should be made 

very carefully. Considering all these factors, it is important to look at the different techniques available for extracting 

features within a given domain, which covers a wide range of possibilities [15]. 

4. Image Compression 

An image compression system of the digital image processor Acts as front-end. Digital image processing is the 

processing of two-dimensional data. This includes representation and modeling, development, restructuring, analysis and 

reconstruction. Images are often processed in different ways, more image processing functions about how they interact with 
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each other there are open questions [16]. Vector quantification is an image compression algorithm, It is used for vectors 

instead of scales, Can also be easily understood by measuring. Criterion measurement is the process of mapping a set of large 

numbers into smaller ones and incorporating functions such as "rounding to the nearest whole number". The non-Gaussian 

nature of remote sensing signals justifies the use of wave-based transformations, which are similar to the basic functions 

found when using ICA for remote sensing image patches. For example, a two-dimensional wavelet thresholding method is 

used to eliminate noise for low-power PCA channels [17]. The noise of the spectrum of each pixel of the data cube. 

Introduced a two-dimensional frequency band conversion (OWT) for efficient remote-sensing image compression [18].Wide 

range of image processing Contains domains. Based on the general research interest of the community four main domains 

(3D format reconstruction, feature extraction, Image abstraction and computational photography). Each domain enables GPU 

on the operating system Analyze target algorithms (multitier stereo fit, linear feature extraction, we select JPEG2000 image 

encoding and photorealistic rendering). Gaussian smoothing, window fitting, bilateral filtration, Cane margin detection, 

calibration, such as arithmetic code and bandwidth change this includes various image processing techniques. Subjective 

image bandwidth is the basic paradigm for converting an image with a visual model, using an encoding algorithm, then 

decoding the image from the perceptual domain and then transferring it back to the active domain [19]. In our previous 

perspective on human visual modeling, it was similar to encoding an image in a form that is at the level of the optic nerve. 

The image is perceived by approximately 'I-million cones during the day and low& million stems at night, but it is clear that 

the neurological picture also makes retinal image contraction when one considers that it must be transmitted through the l-

million strands of the optic nerve. Although the generally desired image abstraction is greater than the indirect 7: 1 retinal 

contraction during the day, the additional distortion of the image due to further compression is better balanced when 

encoding takes place in the cognitive domain. To test the effectiveness of the proposed measurements Four main domains 

(3D imaging, feature extraction, image capture and computer photography) we select popular algorithms. We implement 

them in the CUDA programming model, at the same time on the CPU (using OpenMP) for measurements measured to 

achieve considerable speed we explore the relationship between [20]. Light fields express data elastic Dance in spatial and 

angular dimensions, this is done using compression techniques Can be effectively removed. JPEG Plano function and ICME 

2016 Grand Challenge on Light Field Some events like image compression conducted in search of useful abstract projects. 

Current state-of-the-art techniques can achieve an 80% bit rate reduction for lossless contraction and a 60% bitrates reduction 

for Lossless summary. However, for practical application of light fields, Data ratios, the calculation is complex and in terms 

of power consumption with reasonable evidence requirements. Providing high compression quality for light field abstraction 

projects aimed at further improvement is expected [21]. Besides, in loss reduction schemes, Encryption for the rest and 

Encryption process input 4D light field configuration More or less decomposes. The line 8 in code 4.4 Saves the pulse image 

as a PNG file. Some image compression formats are not suitable for storing pulse images. That is, the JPEG format has very 

sharp edges Does not store well, so this will trigger noise in the saved image. Users can save PNG, GIF or Use TIF to save 

pulse images. Data, pipeline, process or I / O parallelism or use all of the above logic modules can be configured. FPGAs 

have already been used in computer vision and image processing to Real-time point tracking, Stereo; color based Material 

detection and Accelerate video and image compression [22]. 

5. Segmentation 

New general database of blood samples, especially comparison of methods for evaluation and Division and classification. 

Each image in the database, given cell classification, as well as to compare the performance of different algorithms Specific 

figures of qualifications are given. To the best of our knowledge, generally supervised image databases are not available for 

testing and comparing algorithms for classifying cell division and all diseases. In this paper, we present the general picture 

database of ALL-IDB, Normal peripheral blood samples. Individuals and leukemic patients, this is the supervised 

classification and Provides data section. Samples were collected by M. Division experts - Using different methods The cells 

were separated from the background [23]. Properties of cells (e.g. shape, color, internal intensity).ALL-IDB1 are used to test 

the segmentation capacity of algorithms and the accuracy of classification systems. This database consisted of 108 images 

collected during the course. It contains about 39000 blood components, where the lymphocytes are named by expert 

oncologists. The number of candidate lymphoblast‟s in ALL-IDB1 is equal to 510. Only the lymphoblast fully described in 

the picture are considered and classified [24].To deal with the complex relationships between cognitive theory Areas and 

"margins" (or borders) in an image: At different segmentation energies, the word "edge" competes with the word "territory", 

which imposes regulation on both regions and borders. This fact was an experimental conjecture in cognitive phenomena and 

computer view until it was proposed as a mathematical hypothesis by Mumford and Shaw. If we had three meaningful words 

of action, we would get the Mumford-Shaw energy. Therefore, the Mumford-Shah variant model, although initially proposed 

as a model, would be a common model for sorting the image somehow, with all other variants or algorithms minimizing 

these variations [25]. The Mumford-Shah model defines the separation problem as a joint smoothing / margin detection 

problem: if an image is given g (x), one cans simultaneously "fragment the smoothed image" u (x) with a set of k, "margins." 

In g. A common variant formation can be given for most segmentation and margin detection problems; and most 

segmentation and margin-detection methods (and even the most holistic) can be interpreted as attempts to resolve this 

common variation formation. All the properties intended by the algorithm are of course essential for a "good" segment and 

are actually searched by segmentation or margin detection principles. Other recent works in the film category have 

emphasized the need for a combination of numerous instruments to achieve the sound category. These systems include 
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radiation therapy, Biopsy and minimal aggression many image-guided as surgery Support the most efficient distribution of 

processes. Image upgrade, recording and some in this area, including separation how mathematics can affect key issues we 

will show you. Division is quantitative analysis or the problem lies in isolating the anatomical structures for visualization. 

The best medical application it should be fast, strong for image degradation, easy to use and as automated as possible. These 

areas must be anatomically meaningful. A common example is the division of the MRI image of the brain into white and 

gray. This can be seen as an extreme form of separation smoothing / information reduction, as the continuous intensities 

change with the individual labels. If an Atlas 15 can be fully recorded in the database in its possession, it is the Recorded 

Atlas Labels section [26]. The separation is useful for visualization, allowing up to 16 sizes Format analysis, and for almost 

any subsequent automated analysis provides an unavoidable anatomical structure. In fact, segregation may be the central 

problem of artificial vision, and many approaches have been proposed accordingly (for a better study of modern segregation 

methods, see Monograph Net is a breakthrough towards automated image segmentation, and has been used successfully in 

many missions, requiring a transition from image to image, for example, image segment masks. Like it has a contract and 

expanding branch, and it enables multiple resolution analytics. Additionally, U-Net avoids connections that combine 

compatibility resolution levels of the encoder and decoder status. The film industry has greatly benefited from recent 

advances in in-depth learning [27]. In the image section, we aim to determine the exterior of an element or anatomical 

structure as accurately as possible. Again, approaches based on convolution neural networks dominate. Here, we only report 

sections through CNN, Miscopy and others. Another interesting type of segment algorithms is the use of repetitive networks 

for the clinical picture segment. Poodle et al. demonstrate this for a complete convolution neural network recurring in multi-

slice MRI cardiac data, while underworld et al. shows the effectiveness of GRUs for the brain.\ 

6. Conclusion 

At one training stage, the so-called training data set is processed in advance and the meaningful features are extracted. 

Although the preset is understood to be in the original location of the data and includes functions such as noise reduction and 

image adjustment, feature extraction faces the task of determining an algorithm that can extract a unique and complete 

feature representation. , The color or length of the half axes of the ellipse surrounding our apple and pear example. This task 

is very difficult to generalize, and features like this need to be redesigned for each new application. The AUC of CNN 

features was 88% and the AUC of handicrafts was 85%. Used for an SVM classification and CNN for feature extraction in 

Huynh and Geiger. They received 86% AUC in a database of 219 lesions out of 607 breast images explored CNN to convert 

features from the SVM used in the Image Net database (non-medical) and 4096 features extracted for classification. Breast 

lesions were malignant or benign using 551 MRI images of 194 benign tumors and 357 malignant tumors. AUC reported up 

to 85%. JPEG2000, a new international standard for image compression, offers better compression capabilities than the 

current JPEG standard, and provides a set of useful features such as precise control of compressed data size for advanced 

DSC applications and advanced coding for image quality and resolution. While these advantages make the JPEG2000 a good 

candidate for the next generation compression standard for the DSC, there are factors that limit its computational complexity 

and memory requirements. Pre-processing techniques such as background section, image de-noise, child image section and 

serial image processing were used. The initial division and the stain detection process with purification was used to identify 

the defects in the apple. The three-color camera system effectively minimized errors in classification compared to the single 

camera. 
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